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Dear colleagues, students and associates,
We would like to invite you to our MIGROBAL Winter School titled ´Global mobilities,
securities and social justice - Transnational objectives about theories, discourses, and
empirical research’. It will take place from 1 – 10 November 2021 in Janskerkhof 3,
Utrecht, the Netherlands.
By employing an interactive course outline and engaging in a collective research
project, this winter school aims at developing new research perspectives on social
justice, security and technology in the field of mobilities. The focus lies on critical
perspectives of media implications, cultural and gender conflicts and technological
challenges in the migration domain with a strong emphasis on new empirical
research methods.
See our website to find more information on the theme and substance of the winter
school, the course program, Keynote speakers and lecturers, the application
procedure and practical matters like the entrance fee: MIGROBAL Winter School |
Global Mobilities, Securities and Social Justice: Transnational Objectives About
Theories, Discourses, and Empirical Research | Universiteit Utrecht (uu.nl).
We invite PhD candidates, young researchers (postdocs), other motivated scholars
young and old in and outside the UU programs, and professionals interested in
human mobilities across the globe to apply. The deadline is extended till 15
September 2021.

Please share and distribute this event widely among your networks. Feel free to
contact us if you have any further questions.
Kind regards/Met vriendelijke groet/Üdvözlettel,
Dr. Veronika Nagy

Assistant Professor
Utrecht University
Willem Pompe Institute for Criminal Law and Criminology
v.nagy@uu.nl | +31 30 253 7125 (secretariaat)
+31641035072
Post Address: Newtonlaan 231 3584 BH Utrecht
Visiting address:Newtonlaan 201 3584 BH Utrecht
https://uu.academia.edu/VeronikaNagy

